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Our best selling boot "SG" covers most hoof shapes
and comes in six sizes. If your horse has a higher hoof 
heel and/or more pronounced bulbs, choose the "SG-L".
This slightly longer boot comes in six sizes as well.

Both "SG" and "SG-L"  are the perfect all-year
boot. For snowy/icy seasons, check out our 
"SG-X" winter boot that comes with spikes.  



The width of the hoof determines 
the size of the boot (3-8). 

The length of the hoof determines 
whether you need a "SG" or a "SG-L".

A specific height will indicate 
a "SG-L" is needed. 

Front left

Front right

Hind left

Hind right

WIDTH (in mm) LENGTH (in mm) HEIGHT (in mm)
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HOW TO MEASURE 
YOUR HORSES HOOVES 

When taking measures of the width,
make sure you measure the widest

part of the hoof.  

When taking measures of the height, 
make sure you measure from the ground 

to the deepest part of the pastern.  

When taking measures of the length,
make sure you measure from the tip

of the toe to the end of the bulbs. 

The optimal fit of any hoof boot requires regular trimming.
We recommend at least all 6-8 weeks, depending on the hoof growth.

 
For optimal fit, measurements should be taken 

no longer than 2 weeks after your horses last trim. 
 

If you experience any challenges to measure your horses hooves,  
visit youtube.com/swissgaloppers for further instructions. 

Caution:  Pls. make sure to 
thoroughly measure in a 90° angle. 

The image below shows how it should
not be done :-) A "wrong" angle can

impact the measurements in an
unbeneficial way.


